Abstract

We propose the hardwired distributed arithmetic which is applied to multiple constant multiplications and the fixed data path in the inner product of fixed coefficient as a result of variable radix-2 multi-bit coding. Variable radix-2 multi-bit coding is to reduce the partial product in constant multiplication and minimize the number of addition and shifts. At results, this procedure reduces the number of partial products that the required multiplication timing is shortened, whereas the area reduced relative to the DA architecture. Also, this architecture shows the best performance for DCT/IDCT and DWT architecture in the point of area reduction up to 20% from reducing the partial products up to 40% maximally.

Introduction

Most calculations in Many applications in DSP, telecommunications, graphics and control systems involve multiplications with one variable and several constants. These multiplications have made it difficult for hardware architecture designers as far as hardware cost. Many people have tried to improve the process by exploring throughput, area, gate counts and power. The greatest advantage when designing algorithms lies in the designer’s ability to recognize and manipulate regularity, symmetry and other structural properties of computation. The recent developments of synthesis tools and compilers have solved these problems to a certain degree. But two ongoing efforts are being explored with regards to optimization techniques. [1][2][3] One is the optimization of isolated multiplication with constants, and the other is minimization of the number of shifts, with little attention paid to the number of additions. [4] Therefore, it is important not to ignore the reduction of partial products in multiplication before designing multiplier. First, we introduce an algorithm which we have modified from Booth’s algorithm and which we called the variable radix-2 multi-bit coding in order to reduce the partial product in constant multiplication and minimize the number of addition and shifts. Variable radix-2 multi-bit coding[5] is for single constants multiplication and then, we can expand the formulation in inner products, vector analysis or dot production generation which called hardwired distributed arithmetic (HDA). HDA means the fixed data path in the inner product of fixed coefficient as a result of variable radix-2 multi-bit coding. HDA is formulated for the multiple constant multiplications. Therefore, HDA can be applied to a lot of transformations and the multiplications of filter coefficients. Among these applications, I chose the two transformation techniques which are often used in image compression: discrete cosine transform (DCT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT).

A. Variable Radix-2 multi-bit coding (\(2^k\) SD representation):

Let the multiplicand \(X\) and the multiplier \(Y\) be \(n+1\) bit two’s complementary format binary integers.

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{1}^{m1} & \quad D_{2}^{m2} & \quad D_{3}^{m3} & \quad D_{L}^{mL} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 1. n+1 bit two’s complementary format of \(Y\)

(\(1 \) : total number of SD, \(m_l\) : number of recoded bit per SD, \(D_{i}^{m_l}\) : 1 th 2k SD with \(m_l\) bit recoding)

Fig.1 shows \(n+1\) bit position represented by 2’s complement. By definition \(y_{-1}=0\), which represents the appended zero bit to the right of \(y_0\). From the general multi-bit recoding algorithm, if \(D_{0}^{m0}\) noted as SD is the radix of \(2^3\), the multiplicand \(X\) is only shifted by k-bit. Therefore, we can find the general form for radix two multi-bit coding to avoid \(D_{i}^{m_l}\), which is not the radix of \(2^3\) as follow:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y &= \sum_{i=1}^{m_{L}} D_{i}^{m_{i}} \cdot 2^{i-1} \\
D_{j}^{m_{i}} &= y_d + \sum_{j=0}^{m_{i}-2} y_{j+i+1} \cdot 2^j - y_{j+i} \cdot 2^{m_{i}-2} \\
(\text{where} \quad m_{i} \geq 3) \\
L_{i} &= \sum_{j=1}^{m_{i}-1} m_{j} - i \\
(\text{where} \quad \text{if} \quad i = 1, \quad \text{then} \quad \sum_{j=1}^{m_{i}} m_{j} = 0) \\
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

From (1), \(L_{i}\) is new variable, which shows the encoded bit position. \(m_i\) which is larger than 3, means this equation is...
applied with larger size of variable multi-bit encoding. Thus, we introduced the general $2^n$ SD representation with variable radix two multi-bit encoding.

B. Proof of variable radix-2 multi-bit coding.

The proof consists of substituting the value of $D_{m}$ from (1) into $Y$ and showing that the result is the same as the two’s complement binary value of $Y$. After substituting the value of $D_{m}$ and rearranging it, we obtain as follows (2)

$$Y = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( y_{L_{i}} \cdot 2^{i} - y_{L_{i+1}} \cdot 2^{n-2} \right) \cdot 2^{li+1}$$

By using $2^{i+1} - 2^{i} = 2^{i}$, if we remove the bracket then, index of $y$ starts from $-1$ to $n$, then total number of bits is $n+2$. Therefore, if we apply $m1 + m2 + m3 + \ldots + m(i - 1) + ml - l = n$ and $y_{1} = 0$, the equation will show below (3)

$$Y = -y_{m} + y_{m+1} \cdot 2^{0} + y_{m+2} \cdot 2^{1} + \ldots + y_{m+k-1} \cdot 2^{m-2} \cdot 2^{n-2} \cdot 2^{i} \cdot \ldots$$

The last equation in $Y$ means two’s complement binary form. Because, from our representation, we induced general two’s complement binary format.

C. Fast Encoding for deciding $l$, $m$: In Variable Radix-2 Multi-bit coding.

The key point is how to find the $l$, $m$ in eq. (1). Because k-bit encoding is included from modified booth encoding to $k$-1 bit encoding, we induced from $k$-bit modified booth encoding.

1. Find the maximum group that has only one 1,0 in each bit position.
2. Find the maximum group that has all 1’s or 0’s except MSB.
3. If MSB is 0, it's the positive encoding, if not, negative encoding.

Therefore, the procedure of radix-2 multi-bit coding is summarized as fig 2

D. Multiple Constant Multiplication and Hardwired Distributed Arithmetic (HDA)

In this chapter, we apply variable radix-2 multi-bit coding to multiple constant multiplications. Distributed Arithmetic (DA) is basically a bit-serial computational operation that forms inner products of a pair of vectors in single direct step. Now, we call variable radix-2 multi-bit coding applied to multiple constant multiplications as Hardwired Distributed Arithmetic (HDA). HDA means the fixed data path in the inner product of fixed coefficient. In this chapter, we compare the HDA with the direct DA. As an example of direct DA inner product generation consider the calculation of the following sum of products:

$$Y = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{ln} 2^{ai} \cdot X_{n} \right) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{ln} 2^{ai+Li+1} \cdot X_{n} \right)$$

From (8), we should calculate $2^{ai+Li+1} \cdot X_{n}$ first in every $ln$'s when $ln$ is fixed. This calculation is only shifting $X_{n}$ by $2^{ai+Li+1}$ and accumulating the shifted $X_{n}$'s in $ln$ times. When $X_{n}$'s are accumulated, we don’t always use accumulators but just the fixed data path because all coefficients are fixed. The HDA means replacing accumulator with only data path like Wallace adder tree because we know all bit position to be added.
From now on, we investigate a general 2^k SD representation form with variable radix-2 multi-bit coding and sign extension. If the multiplier or multiplicand is a constant coefficient, this method has an advantage because we get partial products from 2^k SD with variable radix-2 multi-bit coding and replace them by hardwiring. Therefore, this algorithm is most powerful for multiplication with constant coefficients such as FIR or IIR filter, DCT/IDCT and wavelet format. Table 1 shows the comparison of other architectures in general characteristic. Among many hardware implementations of vector matrix, DCT and wavelet coding is very useful for the image compression in JPEG, MPEG. In the next session, we will apply this algorithm to DCT/IDCT and wavelet transform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROM-based</th>
<th>HDA</th>
<th>Adder-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The number of partial products</td>
<td>2^n</td>
<td>( \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N x N Required ROM</td>
<td>( N \times 2^N )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional requirement</td>
<td>N serial accumulator</td>
<td>Parallel addition (depends on pipelining)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed dependency</td>
<td>n cycle</td>
<td>Adder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accumulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Hardware Architecture for Computational Unit (CU) in DCT and DWT with HDA

We employed Chen’s algorithm [8] to ensure sufficient accuracy with small amount of hardware in fixed-point data form. Fig. 3 show basic CU (computational unit) for DCT/IDCT matrix using carry save adders.

Fig. 3. DCT X0 matrix summation network in CU

In DWT design, the computational unit is needed for filter coefficient multiplication. Architecture to generate 2 coefficients in DWT is shown in Fig 4.

Fig. 4. Architecture for the generation of 2 DWT coefficients in Daubechies N=6

In Fig 4, Input data are 14 bit data which is 8 bit image data multiplied data by 2^4 because the filter coefficients are 14-bit 2’s complement binary format. This is important to satisfy the accuracy for precision in filter coefficient. In general, dynamic range of DWT coefficients is greater than that of input data. Input data is 8 bit image and intermediate coefficient is taken as 16 bit range after multiplying filter coefficients. We generate 2 DWT coefficients per 1 computational unit as shown in Fig 4. This is composed of three parts: input delay and control, filter sumation network and carry save adder tree for partial products. In input delay and control, inputs are delayed for 6-tap filter multiplication and to make the simple hardware architecture for the filter bank, control block generates the summation network input that is multiplied by -1 in advance, as following the sign of filter coefficient and we make adder network with N=6 Daubachies’s symmetric coefficients characteristic in low and high pass filter using the fixed data path applied HDA. These summation networks ignore multiplying the minus sign of filter coefficients. An A network calculates \( a(0)*h_b(0) \) and \( a(0)*h_b(5). h_b(5) \) and \( h_b(0) \) are same as A.[9] Therefore, we simultaneously make two coefficients with parallel network. From Fig 4.3, A network is composed of the architecture for 5 partial product summation. In DCT/IDCT, we apply 5:2 compressor to 5 partial products and also, we can modified the architecture. A net architecture is like Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. A Network architecture
F. The reduced partial products

In the case of DCT/IDCT, the modified Booth algorithm generates 7 partial products of the 12-bit input data and one sign extension to be added for multiplication. Then we need to add 32 partial products for each row of the matrix multiplier. If we process 8 pixels at a time, we will have to add 256 partial products for even and odd matrix multiplications. If DA method is used for the same conditions, we need to add 16 partial products for each row, thus there are 128 partial products for even and odd matrix multiplications. But the required hardware for the 24 ROMs and the ROM access time become an overhead that the DA method is not the most suitable for high speed processing. Table 3 compares the hardware requirement to generate the same throughput for each method in DCT/IDCT and DWT per one coefficient multiplication in 16 bit number in maximum reduced case. From Table 2, maximum 40% reduction of partial product is performed by variable radix-2 multi-bit coding.

Table 2. The comparison of partial products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Multiplication</th>
<th>Distributed Arithmetic</th>
<th>V. Radix-2 Multi-bit Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. The comparison of Hardware Cost.

We verified two type of architecture for the comparison of area and gate counts. For the comparison of hardware cost in DCT/IDCT, we implemented two architectures in DCT/IDCT using each 0.35µm CMOS technology. Those results are shown in Table 3. Even if these architectures depend on DA algorithm, the computational unit is common in all algorithms. Therefore, we can just compare the one element computational unit for example, computing X0. Table 3 shows the computational unit for our design gives 21% in area saving.

Table 3. The implemented results for computational unit in ROM-based DA and HDA in DCT X0 (Using 0.35µm 1poly 4metal process)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROM-based DA</th>
<th>gate counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDA</td>
<td>8575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>Simple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our DWT design, we can eliminate this ROM table. Adder-based DA can be applied in filter bank. In three stage DWT design, to perform one multiplication with filter coefficients, maximum N clock delays are needed. Therefore, all results are similar in DCT/IDCT. From N=4, we compare the number of the addition and multiplication. Table 4 is calculated that all the architectures are designed with 16 bit coefficients. In these results, we can save the maximum 256 partial products in multiplier. And we design DWT cu which has 3452 gate counts in 0.35µm CMOS technology.

Table 4. Comparison of hardware cost. (N=4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Adder</th>
<th>Scheduling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folded[10]</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic[9]</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheu[12]</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

In this paper, HDA algorithm using variable radix-2 multi-bit coding algorithm is presented and verified in image compression. We conclude that this algorithm is the most powerful for the matrix multiplication with constant coefficients. Also, in area, it makes better efficiency in the comparison of other DA Algorithms. We designed DCT/IDCT and DWT using HDA resulting from variable radix-2 multi-bit coding, and orthogonal transpose memory. The gate counts of the implemented CU are 6.8K in 0.35µm CMOS technology and are reduced by 20% comparing with those of ROM-based DA in DCT/IDCT. Also, we designed DWT with same manner in DCT/IDCT and we lessened the number of partial products and substituted multiplier with the minimized data path. As a results, DWT CU has 100% utilization and simple architecture comparing with ROM-DA and Adder-based DA. The multiple constants multiplication with the large number of computation in many applications should be optimized and HDA also can be a great solution for optimal ASIC design to minimize the chip size.
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